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St. Cloud students protest in Chicago
SCSU, St. Benedict students demonstrate for Zapatistas at Mexican consulate
by Muhammed Karim
STAFF WRITER

CHIGAGO -

St. Cloud students

took their support of the 2.apatista
rebels in Mexico to the Mexican
consulate in Chicago Friday.
El Pueblo Sin Fronteras, or
People Without Borders, an
organization established to assist

the needs of the Latino community
of West Town in Chicago, protested
Mexico's alleged persecution of the
Zapatistas.
Seven St. Cloud students,
five Of whom arc part of
Movimiento Estudantil Chicano
de Aztlan, the SCSU student
activist group, participated in the
protest

SCSU junior Teresa Imhotle
said she was excited over the
prospect of being in the
demonstration.
"I am not afraid of arrest," said
Imholte, who is nine months
pregnant. "I believe strongly in the
cause of the Zapatistas. I know
what they are fighting for is just.
Having my baby in jail might not be

~retty sight, but I am willing to do

~~~ ,?emonstration in any way I

. Tamara Downs, a senior at !he
College of St. Benedict, did not
share lmholte's eagerness for
incarceration. She said she believes
finnly in the Zapatista cause, but
she has limits.
"I am not willing to go to jail,"
Downs said. "I am going to support

The atmosphere was jovial
during the 460 mile drive Thursday
afternoon from St. Cloud to
Chicago, said sophomore Jim
Donch.

Canadian
, studentsenators
tourSCSU

VolleyballA-Thon
exceeds

goals
More than $10,000
raised for Muscular
Dystrophy Association

by Christine Larter
STAFF WRITER

by Karlee Morgan
STAFF WRITER

Last_ Friday the MusCuiar Dystrophy
Association and the American Marketing
Association teamed up to raise more than
$10,000, in an all night Volleyball-A-Thon
from 6 p.m. to 8 a.m. in the Halenbeck field
house. ·
''This is the best year yet," said Amy
Johnson of the Muscular Dystrophy
Association. "My congratulations go out to
AMA." The money raised for the association
will go toward client services, including
clinics, wheelchairs, and support group;.
research on the disease and summer .camps
for those aged six to 21.
This was the eighth consecutive year the
student marketing group h,as worked with the
Muscular Dystrophy Association in the
Volleyball·A-Thon, and it proved to be the
most successful said Sara Kuehl, senior and
chair of the event.
''Thirty-one teams entered this year
raising $9,100, which exceeded our $9,()(X)
goal," Kuehl said. "It was a phenomenal year
and a step forward for next year."
Teams paid $35 a person for registration
and were put ipto three pools according to
what time they could play.
_
Referees were chosen from the men's club · l..akas Johnson!SrAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
volleyball teams of SCSU and switched shifts
Junior Chris Nathan, theatre and films studies major, takes advantage of an empty
throughout the night.

Go TO VOLLEYBALL, PAGE 3 •

Go TO PROTEST, PAGE 6 •

parking lot behind Riverview Sunday afternoon.

SCSU's Student Government hosted two
students from Brandon University in
Manitoba, Canada as part of an exchange
program Wednesday through Friday.
Erick Blaikie, president, and Norine
Barlow, vice president of Brandon
University's student union, visited SCSU.
The students encountered several
differences between SCSU's Student
Government and Brandon University's
student union during the visit. •
According to Blaikie, SCSU is larger.
Brandon University has about 3,(XX) students,
and its student government has 13 seats to fill.
SCSU's Student Government has 23 seats.
Another noted difference between SCSU
and Brandon University was the
collaboration between Student Government
and administration. SCSU's Student
Government has more cooperation from the
administration, according to Barlow.
"It's an amazing feat with the amount of
cooperation your student government has
from the school's administration," Barlow
said.
.
I According to Blaikie, the relationship
between Brandon University's student union,
the Canadian government and university
administration is wrought with conflict.
''The government doesn't set a high
priority for universities," Blaikie said. ''The
government here has a higher priority of post•

I secondary education.
_ _ _G_o_T_o_C_A_N_A_DI_A_N_S,-P-,-GE-4--.-
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WHAT'S
HAPPENING
TODAY
Open Mic Night
Try out your stand-up
comedy or sing the blues in

front of a live audience at the
Quarry, 8 p.m.

World War II Speakers
A panel of World War II
prisoners of war,

concentration camp liberators
and civilian activists will

discuss fighting Nazi
Germany. This event will take

place in Atwood Memorial
Center, Little Theatre, 7 p.m.

CAMPUS

. University Chronicle
voted best college
newspaper in state
University Chronicle received eight awards at
the Minnesota Newspaper Association
convention this weekend in Bloomington, Minn.
As part of the as§OCiation's Better College
Newspaper Contest, the Chronicle took fin;t
place in general excellence and best use of
photography as a whole and second place in best
editorial page. A total of 315 entries from college
newspapers across the state were submitted for
the contest.
Advertising manager Tad Tjomhom placed
first in the best advertisement category for an inhouse ad announcing open staff positions.
Editor in Chief Eric Hedlund took second
place in column writing for a staff essay he wrote
about pulling "all-nighters" at the Chronicle.

Tim Wise, political organizer
and analyst, will present

"Little White Lies: The Truth
About Affinnative Action," in
Stewart Hall, Kimberly

Ritsche Auditorium,
7:30 p.m.

Peace Corps Open
Session
Learn about English teaching
opportunities in the Peace

Corps in Riverview, room
102, 11 a.m.

International
Symposium
M. Sayeed Iman will discuss
life in the People's Republic
of Bangladesh. The event is
sponsored by the Center for
International Studies.

Videoconference to
address black issues
Bli3.ck Issues in Higher
Education wilt show its
annual "Beyond the Dream"
videoconferen·ce, ''The
Wisdom of Our Elders, The
Eagerness of Those To
Follow," in Centennial Hall,
room 100 at noon.

THURSDAY
Chamber Orchestra
The Chamber Music Society
of Lincoln Center Wm play in
Stewart Hall, Kimberly
Ritsche Auditorium, 8 p.m.
The event is sponsored by
the Chamber Music Society
of St. Cloud and the

Performing Arts Committee of
the University Program
Board.
To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

& COMM(JNITY

Former assistant photo editor Patrick
Christman took second place in portrait and
personality photography, feature photography
and best photographer's portfolio.

for state legislators.
In 1965 the legislature created the
Legislator's Retirement Plan, which addressed
what was termed the "unique nature of
legislative service." Prior to that, legislators were
covered by general provisions of the Public
Employees Retirement Association . .
·Kleis said the Legislators Retirement Plan has
gone through several changes in the last 30 years.
Benefit amounts have been increased, early
retirement provisions have been added and

STATE

Twins introduce
stadium model
Friday aflemoon Minnesotans
got their firsl look at wha~ the
Minnesota Twins want to call home
in the near future ..
The TWins released a scale
model of the stadium they want the
public to help build. The stadium,
with its retractable roof and left
field bleache_rs over hanging the
field, will cost an estimated $350
million dollars. The Twins want the
public to help finance almost $100
million of the new stadium. In
return, the Twins would give the
state 49 percent ownership of the
team.
Twins official~ say they need a
new stadium to compete with
bigger market teams like Atlanta

Kleis said this bill is not only about saving the
taxpayers money. He said the people need to
know that their government is a citizen's
legislature, and not a place to make a career.

The second of four candidates of the position
of vice president for Academic Affairs will visit

scsu.
Dr. Margaret Lucas, Dean of the College of
Imagining Arts and Sciences at the Rochester
Institute of Technology, will be on campus Feb.
5 and 6. There will be an open forum held with
Luca~ in Atwood Memorial Center's Voyagers
Room at 2:30 p.m. on Wednesday and 9 a.m. on
Thursday

& NATION

and New York. The Twin's contract
with the Metrodome expires at the
end of the 1998 season. At that time
the Twins can leave Minnesota if
they do not get what they want.

Texas mother
found guilty of
killing sons
A woman who claimed an
intruder entered her home, stabbed
her to boys to death and slit her
throat, was convicted of killing the
two boys.
Darlie Rouiter, 27, could be
sentenced to death by injection or
life in prison. Prosecutors are
seeking the first of the two possible
options.
Rouiter claims she had nothing
to do with the murder of her boys.,

ages 5 and 6. Prosecutors say she
killed the boys because of financial
problems and weight she gained
during pregnancy.

Apple to cut
prices and lay
off employees
Apple Computer Inc., confirmed
reports of financial problems
stemming
from
increased
competition and dropping sales.
To combat this problem, the
computer company will drop its
prices by 27 percent and lay off an
undetermined
number
of
employees.
The price reductions will
include all of the company's
personal computer lines: Power
Macintosh, Perfonna and Note

Books. The cuts will include the
company's servers and machines
that
manage
networks
of
computers.
Apple says the price cuts are
l'Outine, but admits sales decreases
have hampered the company's
profitability.

Chrysler to
install air bag
cut offs
Chrysler announced it will
install cut off · switches for
passenger-side aif bags in some of
its cars and trucks without back
seats.
Chrysler said it wants to give
customers who allow kids to ride in
the front seat the option of having
an air bag or not.

Cru-orucie

IN IIIsTORY••.
~YEARS AGO•.• .

spousal and dependent benefits have been
improved.
·

Kleis introduces bill to
eliminate pensions
Candidate to visit
State Senator Dave Kleis (R-St. Cloud)
introduced a bill which would eliminate pension~ campus

WEDNESDAY
Affirmative Action
Speaker
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:~a~ti~.
a!mg winter quarter of
1992, a select group of SCSU
students tried out the ·touchtone
registration system for the first
time.
SCSU randomly selected
students to register using the
system to see how they liked it.
lp.e students first registered the
old way, in the ballroom in the
Atwood Memorial Center, A
few weeks later, when classes
were beginning to fill, the
students were asked to register
again using the touchtone
system. ·
SCSU decided to make all
students,
except inC'oming
freshman, use the new ~ystem
starti ng the next fall quarter.
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Z-Club members judge loca! science fair
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children such as the science fair, and p~jects
aimed at aiding the less fortunale, such as

With full class schedules, jobs to pay for

cooking and serving meals at a homeless
shelter.

the necessities of college living and the
occasional
i"nvolvement
in
student

Asaresultofcommunityawarenessofthe
organization, Z-Club is often asked to assist

One organization on campus is making it
easier for students to plunge into volunteer
opportunities.
SCSU's Z-Club, an organization designed
to give students the opportunity to help
others in the community by volunteering,
assisted in the annual science fair at Oak
Hill Elementary in St. Cloud. Members of Z- ·
Club judged the students' projects and then
turned in evaluations to the organizers of the ·
event.
Each club member was asked to critique
five students and, of those five, two would
advance to regional competition.
"We went up to the students and had
them tell us about their projects -and we
asked things like how they came up with
the ·idea and why they chose to do the
project in the way it was done," said
Amy Hanson, freshman and president of ZClub. ''Then we would give them positive
feedback and hand in our critique of the
projects."
According to Hanson, everyone involved
had a good time, students and organization
members alike.
"We really feel like we made a
small difference in their lives. Maybe not a
big one, but big enough to make an impact,"
said Marisa Adler, freshman member of ZClub.
Z-Club meets Tuesdays at 7 p.m. in the
Mississippi room of Atwood Memorial
Center. Meetings are spent discussing and
planning volunteer endeavors such as the
science fair judging, as well as brainstonning
for new ideas and possible projects of which
members have become aware.
Typical projects the volunteers participate
in include shoveling snow for members of the
community who are unable to do ii
themselves, those involving schools and

Hanson.
Upcoming opportunities on which ·
'.?-Club is wOrking include roller skating

~:~~~!f:~tc~/ hard for students to find :it:ii:~~~~r 0;0~:::v~~;;~:i:r~~;l~~

'

Scott AndersoniSTAFF PHOTOGRAPHF.R

Sixth grader Tyler Strand (left) and Travis Kragh show off their golf ball
experiment Thursday at the.science fair. The experiment is designed to determine
which ball goes the farthest

with children from the Big Brothers/

Big Sisters program; helping with Casino
Night at St. Benedict's Center and
participating in Random Acts of Kindness
Week.
'
Z-Club originated in 1991 through the
efforts of SCSU alumnus Martin Dewitt. At
the time that the organization was fanned it
was a cheer team made up of fans who called
themselves Z-Club the Bonehead Posse,
according to Hanson.
A year later another SCSU student, Chad
Groetsch, took over and fanned a volunteer
organization underthat name.
Hanson assumed responsibility of the club
at the beginning of this year when she was
elected president. As a freshman, her history
of volunteer service from high school helped
her earn her position.
Al present, Z-Club is the only campus
organization with the sole purpose of
volunteering.
'The community benefits from our
organization because we are doing things free
of cost that can't be done otheiwise," said
Hanson.
Future goals for the club include being
able to choose from a variety of activities
that are of interest to the club. In the
past, members had to pick ·from a small
selection.
· .
According to Hanson, another goal is to
have a greater number of people attend
meetings so the number of volunteers as well
as the cohesiveness amongst members will
increase.
Z-Club's office is located in AC I ITT. For
further infonnation call Amy Hanson at
252-8208.

Mixed Blnod performance to Volleyball
kick off Black History Month
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

Minority Student Programs will
kick off Black History Month with
a
Mixed
Blood
Theatre
perfonnance Feb. 5 at 6 p.m. · in
Atwood Little 1beater.
"Daughters of Africa," a musicdriven history of African American
women, will be one of a series of
programs during February. It will
feature a wide range of women
including Sojourner Truth, Rosa
Parks and Lena Home.
"I think it's a good way for
people to learn about significant
women they may not h'ave heard
of," said Charlie Moore of the
Mixed Blood Theatre Company.
"Besides that, it is just a very
entenaining show."
The play, written by award•
winning playwright Syl Jones
commemorates contributions of
African
American
women
throughout history, starting with
poet Phyllis Wheatley and ending
with singer Janet Jackson.
According to the production notes
from Mixed Blood, it is a
sometimes comical, sometimes
sarcastic and often emotionally•
charged perfonnance.
The premise of the play is that

the audience is on an African
American Legacy Airlines flight
through time. The flight attendant,
played by Thomasina Taylor, is the
guide throughout the span of 300

years, with assistance from an
unseen captain. Naima Ngzambe
accompanies Taylor on keyboard.
"Daughters of Africa," directed
by Warren C. Bowles, was written
in 1991 and has been perfonned in
eight states to approximately
150,000 people. Although it does
not chronicle all the important
moments in the history of African
American women, it does capture
the tragedies and triumphs
forgotten by text books.
The show features songs made
famous by African American

women,
including
"Stormy
Weather," "Rhythm Nation" and
"Yonder Comes the Blues" by Ma
Rainey. With music, props and
costume changes, Taylor becomes
the women in the show including a
slave woman whose child is taken
from her.
"I think it will be a very fun
show," said Julie Cartwright,
administrative
assistant
for
Minority Student Programs.
In addition 10 "Daughters of
Africa,"
Minority
Student
Programs is sponsoring other
programs during the month. One
includes speakers on the African
American family and color
consciousness. There will also be a
history of blues and gospel music
·and . a retelling of the story
"Duichrfian."
"Black History Month is a time
to remind yourself of the
contributions of a sometimes
overlooked part of the population,"
Moore said.
Minority Student Programs
hopes to help educate students by
way of proirams they have
prepared. To find out more about
events planned for Black History
Month, contact the Minority
Student Programs office at 2553003.

"AMA was definitely more
involved with MDA than ever
before, words can't describe the
success," said Paul Renslow, vice
president of promotional events for
AMA and senior.
·

"Overall, this was a very
positive experience and I enjoyed
working with the local business
community," said Renslow.
The
Public
Relations
department of St. Cloud and
President Grube were great to work
with, Renslow said.
Local businesses that donated at
least $200 had their names printed
on the back of I-shirts worn by
partiCipants. Sponsors also helped
purchase food and prizes for the
event.
"Sponsorship was handled very
professionally this year," said
senior Jeff Juncewsk, member of
the marketing group.
"I am impressed and glad to see
such a good tum out," said senior
Julie Willy, president of the SCSU
chapter of the American Marketing
Association. "Doing events like this
results in a better image for SCSU.
MDA is a worthy cause and we are
glad to raise money for them. This
event is ~rowing stronger with great
success

PAGE 1

KVSC-FM donated the sound
system and played music for
the .participants all night. K-93
(KKJM 92.9 FM) broadcasted the
everit.
•The grand prize winners were
the team 'The Usual Suspects. "
They were presented with a
Mexican Village dinner, round trip
transportation in a limo to this
Thursday's Timberwolves game,
and use of the KTSP suite Saturday
night at half time of the basketball
game.
Junior Julie Viger and freshman
Rachel Olson, members of
the women's volleyball team,
senior Christan Gridley, senior
Chad Halbur, and alumnus Chad
Genna'.n, were members of the
winning team.
"(Olson) and I will not be able to
accept the prize due to NCAA
regulations o_f athletes," Viger said.
'The rest of our teammates will
enjoy the game."
"We played for fun and enjoyed
ourselves," Olson said.
Next year the Ainerican
Marketing Association and the
Muscular Dystrophy Association
will team up again for another
Volleyball-A-Thon.
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1020 Industrial D, S.
in Sauk Rapids ofT Hwy. 10
(320) 251-7375

Not only are there contrasts
"Everyone
here
To further the relationship
between the governments, but also overwhelmingly great," Blaikie between the schools, the student
between the campuses.
said. "We've gotten a ton of union from Brandon University
Blaikie and Barlow were shown infonnation from the newspaper, wants to set up an exchange
the entire campus, including the • radio station and the athletic program with Students from both
Quarry Nite Club, by SCSU's department."
· governments, according to Blailcie.
Student Government President
According to Blaikie, their
"We want to have someone from
William Littlejohn.
technology is not as up-to-date as SCSU'sStudent Government come
According to Blaikie, Brandon SCSU's, and their buildings are and sit on the board at Brandon
University has a bar on campus older. It is something the student University and someone from our
calle.d Suds. where students who are union needs to make the studerit union sit on your board,"
of legal age are allowed to drink.
administration
at
Brandon Blailciesaid.
'!here's never a place to sit in University aware of, Said Blaikie.
According to Blaikie and
Suds," Barlow said. "Everybody
As a part of the exchange Barlow, there was too much to do in
meets there."
program, Littlejohn spent time at two days. They wanted more time
According to the Canadian Brandon University fall quarter.
to accomplish the things they set
student representatives, they were
"The level of control students out todo.
offered tours of the campus by have at Brandon University is much
several departments.
· different," Littlejohn said.

HOURS: M-F 11:30-5:30

COLLEGE NIGHT
TUESDAY, FEB. 11 5-9 P.M ..

BRING COLLEGE ID & RECEIVE
25% OFF ALL MERCHANDISE
AnheuserBusch
Apparel & Merchandise
including:

Budweiser Mid1clob Michclob Golden Busch
Amber Bock Rtd Wolf Bud Ice

Clinical and research tracks available
One-year intensive program
Extensive, well equipped labs

Prof.Tommy Boone

(800)447-S444
e-mail: tboone2@facl.css.edu

'}ePenny Styling and Nail Salon
Crossroads Shopping Center

r----------------------,
: All Haircolor 20% off :
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Matrix

Paul Mitchell
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IT. CLOUD·s EMPORIUM OF COOL STUFF

research pursues every possible avenue.
Muscular Dystrophy Association

l

I

IAveda

MDR®

I

Must present this coupon and
I
student I.D. at time of service
Not valid with any other discounts:
Expires 2/28/97
:

1-800-572-1717

Call 253-8187 for an appointment
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Metroview Apts. Univ. North Apts. Southview Apts.
3 10 S. Eighth Ave. 327 S . Seventh Ave. 523 S. 12th St..

metus

Westview Apts. University Apts. College View Apts.
720 S. Seventh Ave. 339 S . Sixth Ave. 1450 S. Fifth Ave.

& T. CLOUD

28 Firth Ave . So.
St. Cloud, Minn. 5630 I

Singles, doubles in 1, 2, 3, 4 bdrm apt.

(612) 251-2569

~~ ~
Hours:
Mon. - Fri. 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sal. 10 a.m. - B p.m.

Sun. 11 a.m. - 6 p.m.
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Donch said he was traveling to Chicago to

show support for the freedom of Latinos
worldwide. He said he does not always find
the tactics of the 2.apatistas acceptable, but
agrees with their objectives.
"I am from Venezuela," Donch said. 'This
is not merely a fight ag~nst oppression in

Mexico. It is an expression of opposition to
oppression in all of Latin America. I do not
agree with the Zapatistas in the area of taking
up arms against the goVemmenl I really

believe a peaceful solution is viable."
•
The group arrived· in Chicago at IO p.m.
and was escorted to the offices of Centro Sin

Members of MEChA, with children from the neighborhood, finish a banner to be
hung from the consulate roof.
,-------At
left,
Franklin
Guerrero,
pastor of
Bethany
Methodist
Church,
speaks to
the crowd
before
entering
the
consulate
building.
Guerrero
provided
lodging at
his home
for
the
SCSU and
CSB
students.

Fronteras, where,they were welcomed by Bob
Cotter, legal adviser to the organization. He
cxplaineti Cemro's role in the Latino
community as that of providing food. clothing
and housing to Latino families.
Friday bloomed warm and sunny, with the
temperature climbing to 42 d ~ More than
I00 men, women and children gathered at the
Centro office in preparation for the rally. A
school bus was used to drive the demonstrators
to the Mexican Consulate in downtown
Chicago.
The protesters chanted their support for the
Zapatistas in Spanish, including the chant,
"EZLN! EZLN! EZLN!" Th.is is the acronym
for the Ejercito Zapatista Libertad
NacionaJidad (National Liberation Zapatista
Anny), the officiaJ name of the rebels in
Chiapas, Mexico.
.
The demonstrators marched to the second
floor of the consulate and met with Consular
General Leonardo French. The delegation then
began chanting their support for the Zapatistas
in his office.
Jose Luis Doran, a representative from
Pueblo Sin Fronteras, read a statement in
Spanish to the consular gt!neral. SCSU senior

Jerry L6pez read the statement in English.
'Today we stand before you in conjunction
with almost 40 other protests around the
country and the world," L6pez ~d
Included in the demands was a
continuation of talks between the Zapatistas
and the Mexican government, a restoration of
the rights of the indigenous people of Mexico
and an end to the mili~ mobilization against
theZapatistas.
'
"Over the past two weeks the Mexican
military h~ begun maneuvers which clearly
indicate Mexico has chosen to utilize a.military
solution," L6pez said.
L6pez accused the Mexican anny of
increasing its patrols and preparing to attack
the Zapatistas in Chiapas, Mexico. He said he
was concerned that the United States was
supplying Mexico with military annaments.
'Tus is the time when the United States
should be demanding peace from her
neighbors," Lopez said ''This is the time the
United States should be supporting the request
of the people of Mexico to have a legitimate
democracy.''
CoNTINUED ON PAGE 7 ._

Above, Teresa Imholte fastens Mexican flags to poles for the protest. Below,
Emma Lozano, coordinator of information at the Centro begins the crowd
chanting outside the consulate. Parents from Pueblo Sin Fronteras bring their
children to protests and rallies to bring them into the movement as early as
possible.
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Westtown Chicago poet Jose Luis Doran rea~s Jerry L6pez's statement to the crowd and
Spanish-speaking media from the city.

Continued from Page 6
At the conclusion of Lopez's

Jerry Lopez asks French to fax President Zedillo the protesters
demands and challenges the government French represents.

remarks, French expressed his
commilment to a peaceful solution

to the conflict in Chiapas. He said
military action against the Zapatistas
was not in the equation.
"I am against weapons of any
kind," French said. "I am proud to
state that over the past three years,
since the outbreak of this conflict,
not a single sh(){ has been fired. I do
not like weapons. They kill people."

"No," L6pez said. "People kill

Chicago policemen wait outside the colisulate doors while the
protesters are inside.

people."
L6pez demanded in his statement
that French inform Ernesto Zedillo,
President of Mexico, of the
protesters' demands.
"How can you expect us to trust
you or your government when none
of the previous agreements have
been honored and when the
president o(Mexico refuses to sign
the peace agreementT' L6pez asked
French.

Protesters mar~h aro~nd the block of the consulate before retuming to Centro Sin Fronteras.

L6pez was referring to the San
Andres Agreement on Indigenous
Rights and Culture, a document
which President Zedillo did not sign.
French agreed to contact
President Zedillo by fax and submit
the fa~ receipt to the delegation.
French gave the demonstrators the
requested document and they left the
consulate quietly.
French held an impromptu press
conference with newspaper and
television repor1ers. He reiterated his
commitment to a peaceful sculcmcnt
of the connict in Chiapas, and
expressed his suppor1 for the cause
of the Zapatistas.
"What they arc fighting for is
just," French said. "The indigenous
people of Mexico have been
oppressed for over 500 years. You
can't expect a change overnight."
French said the Zapatis1as are
correct in their assertion that women
are being raped as a form of
intimidation, but neither the
govchlmcnt nor the military of
Mexico are to blame for the actions
cir private individuals who happen to
be a part of the military.
"We deplore these actions, but
they are by and large isolated
incidents," French said.
Outside the consulate, the
demonstrators resumed their march
around the building, chanting their
support for the Zapatistas. SCSU
freshman Graciela Gorman and
College of SI. Benedict senior
Jennifer Almanza unfurled a white
banner atop the roof of the Mexican
consulate building, which was
emblazoned in red and black with
the words: "i Ya Basta! iJusticia Para

Los Zapatistas!" ("Enough! Justice
for the Zapatistas!") This action
drew a loud roar of approval from
the demonstrators.
The school bus soon arrived and
took the demonstrators back to the
offices of Centro Sin Fronteras.
"I think we've achieved a
victory," said Emma Lozano,
coordinator of information for
Pueblo Sin Frontcras. "In the past,
we have been locked out of the
consulate when we t~ed to address
issues of concern to us. At least they
listened."
Others were not so optimistic.
SCSU senior Stephanie Brown said
she did not trust French's rhetoric.
"He said what he had to in order
to get us out of there," Brown said.
"In truth, he does not have the
authority or ability to change things
anyway."
The
seven
St.
Cloud
demonstrators said they are
preparing for the battles ahead. They
vow to continue their campaign of
public education upon their return to
the community.
"One of the reasons the Mexican
government continues with its
behavior is because people don't
really) kno:w what's going on,"
Imholte said. "We iniend to educate
our community about this whole
thing. We will hold meetings,
workshops and the like. We will
make and hang posters. Whatever it
takes. World pressure must be
brought against Mexico: When this
happens, the abuses will end."

Emma Lozano sings with the crowd on the bus home.

SCSU University Program Board ~
Performing Arts Committee and
The Chamber Music Society of St. Cloud
Present:
•=,=
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UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

·TOWNHOMES
1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

Cham6e-, /husic Societ'( 06 /!,i11col11 Ce11tet

-·- ---~

?:1a11id Shi6H11,
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8 p.m. Thu, Feb. 6 Kimberly Ritsche Auditorium.
·Free with SCSU ID.
$6 Non-SCSU students/ senior citizens/ children, $10 General Public.
Tickets available in Atwood Center 118 or at the door.
For more information call UPB Office Atwood 118, (320)255-2205.
This concert is made possible in part by a grant from the Minnesota State Arts Board
through an appropriation by the Minnesota Legislatu~e, and in part by a grant from the
National Endowment for the Arts. This.event is also paid for in part by SCSU student
activity fee dollars. Concert sponsor: First Bank

Premiere Student Housing
c-+Heated Swimming Pool.

c-+ FREE Parking/Outlets
c-+ Sand Volleyball Court
c-+ Heat and Water Paid
c-+ Phone/Cable Each Bedrbom
c-+ Ceiling Fans In Every Bedroom
c-+ Keyed Bedroom Locks
c-+ Microwaves/Dishwashers

c-+ Air Conditioning
c-+ Large Storage Room
c-+ Frost-free Refrigerators
c-+ Laundry Facilities
c-+ Vending Machines
c-+ Campus Clipper & Metro Bus
c-+ IndividuaJ Leases
c-+ Pleasant, Quiet Atmosphere

Call 252-2.633

University Program Board
Speakers Committee
.-: \,.\€.S".
Presents
,t.t\-\\\~

\..\~\..€. ~'

THE TRUTH ABOUT

AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION
Wednesday
February 5, 1997
7:30p.m.
Kimberly Rhsche Auditorium
St Cloud State University
Free tickets available in UPB office
Atwood Center 118, 255-2205
M-F 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Informational Meetings:
•Feb. 6, 11 a.m. and I p.m.·
•Feb. 7, 11 a.m. and I p.m.

Room Al19, College.of
Education

OR

,.

Contact Walter Ullr_
ich
Office: 255-4290
Home: 654-0593
(Several spaces are still available.)
Spanish speaking is not required

1im Wise
A political organizer and analyst.
nm specializes in race relations
and political movements.

---

MDPmlff'ftlllll......r'
UPB does not disalmlnate on lhe basi s of disability In lhe admission or access lo, or treatment
o, employment In lts programs or actlvllles. If special services or anangements are needed !of
ltlls program, call 255-2205 or voice transla!8f 612/297-5353 one week prior to event
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Huskies
tally .JO
firsts at
Open ·
by Rob LaP/ante
STAFF WRITER

-

Scott Anderson/STA.FF PHOTOGRAPHER

SCSU freshman Matt Bailey attempts to skate around Colorado College senior Bob Needham Saturday at the National Hockey
Center. The Huskies lost to CC 4-2 Saturday, but won 5-4 Sunday to split with the Ti~ers.

SCSU spares split with Tigers
by Kerry Collins
SPORTS EDITOR

"It's just a game of bounces."
That is how SCSU f~shman Mike ~ucinski
summed up the series between the Huskies and
Colorado College.
SCSU (16-9-3 overall,, 13-8-3 Western
Collegiate Hockey Association) split with the
Tigers (16-10-2 overall, 14-8-2 WCHA) this
weekend to keep the Husky bid alive for · a
conference title.
Against CC Saturday, SCSU outshot the
Tigers 35-30, but CC took advantage of some
Husky mistakes en route to a 4-2 win.
''Things just went CC's way (Saturday) and
we were kind of down,".Rucinski said. "We just
made mistakes."
The score was tied 1-1 in the first period after
goals from CC's Jon Austin and SCSU senior
Dave Paradise.
The Tigers took a 2-1 lead with just over two
minutes remaining in the periocl when things
started to go CC's direction'.
SCSU junior netminder Brian Leitza
attempted to clear the puck as it went straight to
CC's Stewart Bodtker, who flipped it into the net.
The Tigers' Scott Swanson tallied a pair of
second-periocl goals, to put CC up 4- 1 entering
the third stanza.
Husky junior Mike Maristuen notched his
third goal of the season at the 11 :05 mark of the
third, but it was too little, 100 late for SCSU.
The loss m~rked the fourth in five games for

scsu.

Entering Saturday's contest, SCSU head
coach Craig Dahl juggled the lineup, leaving

only one line unchanged.
"We had to do something," Dahl said. "We
had a lot of guys trying hard and nothing to show
for it. We just wanted a change of scenery."
'The only line to stay intact was SCSU's
"Gold Line," comprised of Rucinski, sophomore
Jason Goulet and freshman Matt Noga.
Paradise and junior Sacha Molin hooked up
at the 11 :04 mark of tfie first period Saturday to
give SCSU a 1-0 lead.
CC tied things up at the 17:18 mark on a goal
from Cam Kryway. In front of the net, Brian
Swanson sent a sharp pass to Kryway who onetimed it past Leitza. Four Tigers players touched
the puck on the play.
The Huskies scored three unanswered goals
in the second period, two from Rucinski and the
Gold Line and one from Maristuen.
Five seconds after an SCSU power play
expired, Rucinski held the puck behind the net
and attempted to pass it into the slot.
The puck bounced uff Tigers goalie Judd
Lambert and into the net, giving SCSU a 2-1
lead.
'That goal might have slowed them down a
bit," Rucinski said. 'There is nothing worse than
giving up a cheesy goal."
Maristuen banged in a rebound.of a shot by
Molin to put SCSU up 3-1 and, a minute-and-ahalf later, Rucinski struck again, putting away
another rebound that Lambert gave up.
" fhere have been nights where I have gotten
better shots on goal, but (Sunday) I had some
good luck," Rucinski said. 'The line just played
well. Goulet and Noga are really playing well."
Ahead 4-1 entering the final period; the
Huskies got more than they bargained for from
the Tigers.

Brian Swanson squeaked a wrist shot past
Leitza on the neat side to close the lead to 4-2.
Barely over a minute later, Chad Hartnell closed
the lead to 4--3 by banging a rebound of a shot by
Kryway.
CC crawled back into the game with more
than one-_half of the final ~riod, but Husky
sophomore Mau Cullen gave SCSU some
breathing room with eight minutes remaining in
the game.
Molin held the puck behind the net and
waited for Cullen to establish himself in front of
the goal. The Stockholm, Sweden, native passed
the puck between the legs of CC defender Eric
Rud, onto the waiting Slick of Cullen and into the
net.
'That was just a great play and pass by
(Molin). He just controlled and waited and put it
right on the tape," Cullen said. 'The goalie had
no chance."
To make things interesting, Bodtker tallied a
short-handed goal with five minutes to play, but
the Huskies held off a Tiger surge for the win and
the split.
"I thought all the lines played well (Sunday),"
Cullen said. 'The goals haven't been coming,
and we created our own shots (Sunday)."
The split gave the Huskies 29 points in the
conference, putting SCSU in fifth place, but only
four points out of first and one point out of
second place.
The Huskies travel to the University of
Alaska - Anchorage Friday and Saturday.
"We've just got to get back on track but four
points up there would be nice," Rucinski said.
"Hopefully (Saturday's) win will carry over and
we'll be able to pick up a sweep up there."

With ten first-place finishes at
Saturday's Bison Open, the SCSU
men's and women's track teams are
heading into this week's home meet
with stride.
· Sprinters, freshman Carmen
Richardson, and junior Bobby
Ewings, paced SCSU by finishing
first in the 55-~ter dash and the
200-meter run.
Ewings placed first in the men's
55 with 6.46 and first in the 200
with 22.46.
Richardson placed first in both
the 55, with 7.49, and the 200 wilh
26.11.
Despite her winning time" in the
55, Richardson said she had to
struggle for the number one finish.
"I got off to a t~rrible start,"
Richardson said. ''It was hard to
run, but I just kept up my
concentration and was able to get
back into my fonn."
In the men's 200, four Huskies
finished in the top 11 and Ewings
edged University of Mary's Joe
Koch by .09.
"(Ewings) works real hard in
practice," Richardson said. '"So far
he's having a great year and he will
definitely have a great future."
Senior pole vaulter Dustin
DeRosier continued his dominance
in the pole vault by placing first,
clearing 16-6.
Junior Ryan Przybilla was
barely edged out by Concordia
College-Moorhead's Bill Keating
in the 800-meter run. Keating
placed first with 1.56.25 and
Przybilla finished with 1.56.26.
The most intriguing result came
in the women's shot put throw.
SCSU sophomore Julia Karst
placed first at 46-?. Sandy
Dingmann was close behind at 46-2
1/2 for third.
"It was tough to throw against
(Dingmann),"
Karst
said.
"Afterwords. we hugged because
we both qualified for nationals with
our throws."
The previous record for longest
shot put at SCSU was 46-1 In.
"I wish (Dingmann) would have
finished second," karst said.
"Being her senior year, I am so
happy for her making it to the
nationals and for both of us to be
able to break the old school record
is something special."
Junior Carey Meinert topped
everyone in the women's 55-meter
hurdles in 8.58.
"Our next meet is here and I
don't think it will be too difficult,"
Richardson said. "We' re trying
hard, but most of us are waiting and
concentrating on regionals."
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Comeback win.seals sweep for Huskies
by Rob LaP/ante
STAFF WRITER

Rodney Walker's nine minutes

and nine points sparked the Huskies
Saturday night to complete a
weekend sweep for the men's

basketball team.
After knocking . off

the

University of Nebraska-Omaha

Mavericks 85-67 Friday, the
Huskies found themselves trailing
for most of Saturday night's game
agai nst last-place University of
Northern Colorado.
UNC knocked off first-place
Mankato State the night before and

threatened to pick up their first
series sweep of the season after

bringing a two-point halftime lead
over SCSU.
The Huskies were trailing 48-43

in the second half when Walker
came up with a 3-point basket,
narrowing the deficit to three. Later,
Walker, a senior from St. Cloud,
came up with a key steal, leading to
a basket by Senior guard Tony
Morrow to tie the game.
"We were kind of in a drought,"
Walker said. "I wanted to come in
and play good defense, but it turned
out I hit some big baskets and a big
steal."
After the Huskies tied the score
at 48, SCSU took the lead on junior
center Jon Hinzman's two
successful free throws followed by
another Walker 3-pointer giving the
Huskies a 53-48 lead on a 10-0
Husky run.
"(The Walker three-pointer) was

a real turning point in the game:"
Friday night, the Huskies and
head coach Butch Raymond said of UNO tipped off. The MaveriCks
Walker's offensive heroics. 'The caine into the ~fillle one of the
game was nip-and-tuck and hottest teams in the North Central
(Walker) made some big baskets· Conference, having won three of
and from there on, we were just their last four games.
flying around like nonnal.''
Unlike Saturday night, the
, Walker.said he was just happy to Huskies jumped to an early lead, a
come through playing for another lead they would never relinquish as
victory for the Huskies.
SCSU pulled away for an 85-67
"I just want to go out and win. l victory.
don't play for statistics, I go out
The first half saw Husky guards
there to play for · God and my Bryant, Morrow and senior Sean
teammates," Walker said.
Whitlock combine for 30 of the 42
The Huskies were outplayed for first-half points, whe·re the Huskies
most of the first half as the Bears shot .486 from the field.
out-reboundedSCSU22-!0and led
Most of SCSU's baskets came
on the scoreboard 35-33.
off transition, resulting in some
· SCSU sophomore guard Jon · easy layups.
Bryant scored 21 of the Huskies' 33
"Again, it was our defense that
first half points. Bryant finished created our · scoring," Raymond
with a game high 27 points, which said. "We switched up our defense
marked the third straight game four or five limes in a row resulting
Bryant has led the team in scoring.
in some (UNO) turnovers and we
"I have been concentrating a were able to get some layups early
little more in practice the past on."
couple of weeks," Bryant said.
In the second half, the Huskies
"Towards the middle of the season, -.._ built their lead to 20 before UNO
things were son of coming easy arid went on a 9-0 run cutting the lead to
I maybe got a little lazy, but the last 68-57 with 4:35 left in the game.
couple of games I've picked things
"We were getting a little bit too
up again."
careful with the basketball,"
"The Huskies outscored the Raymond said. "We weren't
Bears 46-35 in the second half and attacking the basket like we were
79-70 forthe game.
doing alld took a timeout to
Hinzman finished with 12 points regroup."
and 11 rebounds and ~rforrow had
The Huskies regrouped and
19po;intsforSCSU.
outscored UNO 17- 10 in the
"(UNC) is a vastly improved closing minutes for the win.
team," Raymond said. "I W84 very
The sweep keeps SCSU in the
impressed with their play this thick of things in the battle for tfie
weekend and I give them a lot of NCC title. SCSU (7-4 NCC, 15-5
credit." ·
overall) are tied for third place with

University Program Board Literary
~ Arts Committee Presenis:
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SCSU senior Sean Whitlock brings the ball up the court against
a UNO defender Friday at Halenbeck Hall. •
North Dakota State University and
a game back of first place Mankato
State (8-3 NCC, 15-5 overall).
SCSU travels to NDSU Friday
and the University of Non~ D~ota
Saturday.
"We know that if we get both

our offense and our defense
together, nobody in this conference
can beat us," Brrant said. "We just
need to take care of our next game
and don't worry about anything that
is down the road for us."

• 363-TT97
• 4 rope tows
• Lighted hills that range from mild
to wild!
• Warm chalet a nd snack bar
• $8 for adults $6 for ch ildre n
• $6 fo r groups of 20 or more
• 2 New snow~boarding hills

JEFF's

TOTAL BODY PIERCING

r----------------------,

I
SCS SPECIAL:
I
I
BUY TWO TOW TICKETS
I
IL ______________________
GET ONE FREE!!!
JI
Open 12 - 9p.m.
everyday

Private pa rties with. beverage may
reserve the hill only after 9 p.m.

~,.;,.

RISING PHOENIX
TATTOO STUDIO

4 Miles south of St. Joe on Cly. Rd. 2 until
Junction 160, then right 1 mile

Wed, Feb.12
St. Cloud State University
Workshop
..•......•.......•

On Poetry and Spontaneity
I p.m. Glacier Room Atwood Center
Open to first 45 applicants. Sign up in AMC 11 8.

··~·······················
Poetry, Talk, and Discussion

Atwood Center

Free with SCSU ID, $5 Public
T ickets available at AMC 11 8 and Herberger~.

A book~signing will follow the presentatio
For more information call UPB (320) 255-2205
Special Thanks !O Creative Writing English Department
UPB does not discriminate on the basis of disability in the admission or
access to, or treatment or employment in its programs or activities. If
special services or arrangements are needed for this program call
255-2205 or voice translator 612/297-5353 one week prior to the event.

16-21st AvenueSooth
St.Cloud, Minnesota56301
For Appointment or Consultation
Ca/1320-255-7305 or 320-393-2654

THIS COUPON NOT VALID ON PRIVATE PARTIES
OR WITH OTHER SPECIALS

SUMMER-FAIL RENTALS

4 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
Quiet, convenient locations
Cl.AS.5IC 500 & RIVER RIIXiE APTS.

Writing a Poem Each Morning

7 p.m. Voyageurs Room

PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER - JEFF

D

Off.street Parking

D Dishwasher

D
D

Tuck-under Parking
Laundry

Controlled Access

Ind. Locked Bdrms

Air Conditioning

D Heat/Water Paid

□ Mini Blinds

D

D
□ Microwave
D
D

Free Basic Cable

D

On-site Caretaker

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259
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SCSU drops pair at home
Winless streak at home against conference hits six
by Heather Proskey
HQme has not been where the
heart is for the SCSU women's

basketball team this season.
This weekend lhe Huskies lost
both

of

their

North

Central

Conference .games at Halen beck
Hall.
The Huskies (2-8 NCC, 7-12
overall) took to Nebraska-Omaha
(6-4 NCC, 13-5 overall) Friday

night and lost 75-65.
SCSU didn't set into the rhythm
of the game . from the slalt. 'The
Huskies defense game was
practiq~lly shut down by UNO.
With lack of defense and
offense, the Huskies were taken
away from their patented fast break

offense.
"We were ready for this game,

but (UNO) slowed us down
defensively," coach 1..f>ri Ulferts
said. "We didn't play well and we

Freshman Sarah Brand
looks to pass Saturday
against Northern Colorado.
SCSU lost both games this
weekend,
making the
Huskies D-6 at home against
NCC competition.

didn't get the ball into the hoop. We UNC (6-3 NCC, 14--4 overall) WJlS
took go<XI shots but they had too tied foe fourth place in the NCC
many weapons."
going into the weekend.
Though the Huskies shot poorly
The Huskies lost 77-63 and fell
throughout the night, they hung in into a hole early on.
.until the end. With key shots missed
SCSU was down by as many as
at the end of the game, the Huskies 23 early, in the. second half..The rout
fell behind.
didn't improve for S~ SU as the
The Huskies' leading scorer, game progres.sed.
fl'eshman Katie Shea, was shut . "They were just downright
down all night.
better than us, offensively and
Shea scored 11 points, going ,3- defe'nsiVely," Ulferts said. 'They
for- 15 from the field. Shea are a level above us. We did play
averaged 26 points in the last four better than we played (Friday)."
games.
The Huskies shot 48.4 percent
Combined, the teams had 61 from the field in the second half.
turnovers. The Huskies shut down The Huskies averaged 33.3 'percent
UNO's leading scorer Amy Breen in the first half.
in the first half.
Nine of the ten Huskies scored
Breen was averaging 15.7 points against UNC. Two of the SCSU
a game and was held to 14 points scorers were in double figures.
Shea lead all scorers with 13 points.
Friday night.
"We were antsy all night long,"
"We came out more aggressive
freshman forward Charysse Minder tonight (Saturday), last night
said. "We had to pUt pressure on (Friday) we: weren't," Shea said.
(UNO), take our time, not be antsy
SCSU is still looking for that
and calm down. We have to be elusive first conference win at
more aggressive."
home.
Sat4rday night's game wasn't
The Huskies hit the road next
better than Friday offensively or weekend, visiting North Dakota
defensively for the Huskies.
State University and the University
SCSU faced the University of of North Dakota. NDSU and UNO
Northern Colorado for the second are placed first and second in the
conference game of the weekend. N_CC respectively.

SEX O
N T ~ BEA.Cl
FAMOUS FAT TlJC,.'lDAY DAIQUIRY

1/2 Price Ta~ s. Ap~

Complete Packages
From $399
Free Covers, Free Day Parties,
Discounts at shops and side ·
excursions

CANCUN OR MAZATLAN
Book by Jan 15 Sunbreaks will
throw in 5 breakfasts, 5 lunches
& 5 dilihers for free wh'ich is a
$50 Value.

3 Departure days to choose from: Friday, Saturdays or Mondays

Sunbreak Student Tours
fo, info call l-800-446-8355
Http://www.urcsource.com/sunbreak

16 oz. of our own

MicrQbrewed Beer onl~ $1.25
gunda!:J B p.rn.-12 a.rn. s Mon-Thur. 10 p.rn.-la.rn.

By making choices,
people make
themselves

All Appetizers V2 off
gunda!:Js B-10 p.rn. s Mon. - Thur. 10 p.rn.-1 a.rn.
&

~xperience The Best Pool tables and
Dart Boards ·in gt. Cloud.

Ch~~W

Ne~r;:1~

n
l±J

CATI-KX.IC CAMPUS MINISTRY

Saturday: 5:30 p.m.
Sunday: 9a.m .. ll :15a.m. Sp.m.
Mass & Events 251-3261
Officc25l-3260

M£l i All '(OOf< PAYM£HTS iHTO OH£.
Did you overspend your
Christmas budget?

'Eliminate making multiple
payments per month, and possibly
lower your monthly payments!!!

A consolidation loan from
MSUSA Federal Credit
Union can help you out.

No appointment neccessary, just
stop by Atwood A152.
.· ·
Or call 654-5474 and speak with
our friendly loan officers today.

APARlMENIS Willi COMPlJIERS

GOOD

;~; ;!~~~~1~-"t I
MNWAS WEATHER
SYSTEM, UNIVERSITY
'<•U~
LIBRARY AND MORE
~
IN YOU NEW APARTMENT BUILDING?

WEEKLY
INCOM_E
process.ng mail for
na1ional company! Free

supplies, poslagel No
satling! Bonuses! Siert
immltdiat•ly! Genuine
· oppor!Unity! AwtaS.A.S.E.:

'

V KC, SUITE l74
Riff

BRIDGEVIEW WEST AND BRIDGEVIEW SOU1H
THE ONLY APARTMENTS WITH COMPUTERS FOR
STUDENT USE AT NO EXTRA CHARGE AVAILABLE
24 HOURS A DAY.

1861 lf-FEDBJIJIL

BOL!.YVOOD,PL 33020

:hi/-. Paui .JlfMi

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Chiropractor

259-4259

Tanning Special
10 Tanning Sessions-

■ $1~,:9ax0

• 100% coverage, auto
accidents and work injury

• Preferred One and other
insurances accepted

Captain Ron's
•
•
•
•
•
1

Hot bulbs!
Bigbeds!
Clean!
Wolff Systems!
Closest to Campus!

• State Of the art facility

'fe

One coupon per customer. Expires 2/11/97.

• New water massage therapy
• Student disconnt

• Convenient location
; ) Near Crossroads Mall on
1
Division St. & HWY. 15

1__ b'lys!,h,51'!,8£Q.U~D to _re,91t.em._ f'iot v11l!i:1 jt_(JjpjaLn flfln:J IQP,_ _ ~

•call for appoinbnent•
evening appoii:itments available

3700 W. Division St. Suite 101
St. Cloud, MN 56301

251-3450

I

anag ing a Koh l' s. Depar tmen t St on
i s no sma ll ta.;:;k . But then, running

a.n y multi-million do l lar bus i ne s s
ha.s it s cha ll enges_ - a.11 with in a.s
li tt l e a.s f our yea.rs of ~r aduat i nq; ! _

Hahkering io
a delicious
gourmet '""
sandwich?

Koh l' s Man a. ~e r -in - Tr a i n in~ Pro~I'a.m
is ~ea r ed to ensur e your success a.nd
k eep us a.s America ' s fastest gr ow in~
r eta i le r , See your
Placement Dir ector
RIGHT NOW!

I :3•1: I S?i
~

tj

...,,,-e /,p d:

125)-996)'.

1

- - t
8 N. 5TH AVE ST. CLOUD

.
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Store brings 'inner peace' to customet;s
Owner operates bookstore since
1989 in order to fulfill need to help·
others and to supply answers for big
cosmic questions
by Lukas Johnson
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

'·lf somebody can find the
beginning of 1hcir spiritual path,
their lives will go much smoother,"
said Judi Newville, owner of Inner
Peace Books.

Inner Peace Books is located
at 5 7th Ave. S., in Waite Park
near
Crossroads
Shopping

Center.
The shop draws a spectrum

of
people
ranging
from
college students to professionals.
Newville

especially

welcomes

those in the midst of crisis
who are looking for he lp, she

said.
''People come in because they
want to talk." Newville said. "It
feels safe here for people."
The business is run out
of
Newville's
house
and
features e lemental ingredients.

Visitors and customers walk into
nature-like music and noral
fragrances driftin_g through the
air.

"I think they know they're
not going to be judged here,
and that's important," Newville
said.

Inner Peace Books first opened
in 1989. Newville said she was
going through life changes that
led her to open a business she
thought would ultimately help
others with similar needs and
problems.
·
"Th.is is what I needed to

?O and

what I was gui_ded to do," Newville
said.
Through support and help from
friends, Newville's work started to
be noticed, she said. The rewards
of helping those in need were
fulfilling and gratifying, she said
'1 felt this was the thing I knew
best," Newville said.
"There
seemed to be a need in St. Cloud for
a place like this."

Inner Peace Books offers
services .believed to lead its'
customers
into
spiritual
development.
Merchandise
includes books about dreams,
angels
and
spirit
guides.
While.services offered include
meditation · classes; speakers;
psychic, palm, tarot, and/or
astrology readings; crystals and
stones; music and tarot decks.
Books, jewelry. crystals, and
decks are purchases which
lead
people
to
different
perspectives, Newville said. Books
and crystals remain big sellers, she
added. The store also offers classes
on how to use the stones and
explain the powers within each
stone and crystal.
tarot

Overall, Newville said she
believes, people are looking for
answers that make sense. She
added, they have to fin~ their own
answers.
According to Newville, those
involved with Inner Peace Books
believe in the philosophy of "live
and let live." Everybody is accepted
and nobody is judged.

Kristine WhiWSTAFF PH(lf()(;RAPHER
Senior Becky Wegscheider discusses the healing power of stones with Inner Peace Bookstore
owner, Judi Newville. Wegscheider is an earth science major at SCSU.
Newville uses her intuition to
help those who come in looking for
answers to pick out the right books,
stones or tarot decks, she said.

·"Here at Inner Peace Books we
honor everybody's path," she said.
Newville said a visitor once told
her people are all on the same

spiritual path; some are ahead,
some are behind, but they are all
the same distance from the ditch.
For more information contact

'Romeo &Juliet' soundtrack similar to movie
Mix of underground pop singles provides appropriate backing for film's stylized Sh~kespeare
by Lloyd Dalton

Together, they provide the s1ar power for
immortalization in the same category as
"Pulp Fiction" or '"Top Gun," it's worth
a film that, lacking such power, would
become a haze of dizzy action and
checking out, especially if you liked the
Those who expected classical
dizzier dramatic devices, as devoid of
movie.
Shakespeare from the most recently released . meaning as the original play was full
The film's music is wrapped tightly
movie version of "Romeo &
of it.
around the visual images, and the film
Juliet were in for a shocking
The musical ~ackground to
resembles nothing more than a featuresurprise.
this 90s-style blend of fl ashy
length
The makers of the ultraviolence, MTV-inspired scenery
music video. As such, the songs are
stylized, modernist film tOOk as
and archaic language is a large
more than space-filler background
many cues from Quentin
assembly of the latest in altemomuzak.
Tarantino as they did from the
pop music.
In the theater, the songs become as
immortal bard.
The soundtrack (Cap~tol
important as the actors, which makes for a
The result of the unlikely mix
Records) contains 13 singles'from soundtrack that is more solid than
is a movie that sounds somewhat
underground newcomers
average.
like Shakespeare and looks like a
(Quindon Tarver, Mundy) and
The first song, "# I Crush" by Garbage
lite version of Natural Born
more.mainstream top-40
is, well, lypical Garbage. It doesn't jump
Killers.
artists (Everclear, Butthole
out as a reason to buy the CD, but it's a
To appeal to the target audience of high
Surfers, Radiohead).
worthwhile effort. The only track .fO really
school kids. Leonardo DeCaprio (as Romeo)
In short, it's a calculated package that
generate any airplay is "Lovefool," by the
shows as much pectoral flesh as possible
has been used to create soundtracks
Cardigans.
and drips water in nearly every scene.
long before anyone ever heard of
·
This bubblegum pop favorite has
Claire Danes plays a passable
Leonardo DeCaprio or the Bunhole
enjoyed a rapid rise to fame, thanks
Juliet; managing to throw off a
Surfers.
mostly to a singer who sounds like a ninesurprisingly strong combination of
While the album doesn't deserve
year-old.
innocence and sex appeal.
NEWS EDITOR

"Lovefool," as well as "KissingYou," and
a few other tracks aJso provide the softer,
romantic side to the album.
1l1CSe slower songs are guaranteed to
appeaJ to those who stared dreamy-eyed at
either DeCaprio or Danes.
The other half of the songs on the CD are
distortion-driven grunge symphonies,
intended 10 reflect the fierce emotions and
violence of the story.They fit well with the
car chases, riots and gunfights that occur
frequently in the movie.
If you enjoyed walching DeCaprio run to
and fro, shouting "nooooooo!" more often
than Mr. Bean, the "Romeo & Juliel"
soundtrack is probably niade to order for
you. The songs will be just as appealing on
your stereo as they were in theater surround
sound.
If, on !he other hand, you walked out of
the film in disgust at the badly-butchered
Shakespeare and overall weirdness of the
film, be advised that purchasing and
listening to the soundu-ack won't bring back
good memories.
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Ski Special
Every Sun & Wed Evenings
(4 pm to close)
.

Lift ticket ......... ...... $9.00
Ski Rental Package ••• $9.00

Powder Ridge Ski Area
Kimball

For info call 320-398-7200 or /-800-348-7734

llh'!IIH<Jq
We Buy and Sell Used CD's
•We pay more cash than anyone!!

Scott AndersoniST~FF PHaroGRAPHER

SCSU Music Department Jazz combo is reflected in a mirror at Cyber Bean during a performance
on Thursday evening.

STAl)T~VU.~~•~c; . .
· ~v~1~c; E~r~!
~,

. yo~:~ ~~~~%:~~:ts,
and earn money for spring
break. Thousands of people
Just like you rely on plasma
products to live healthy
nornnal lives. Because your
donation is so important you
are compensated for your
time.
Plasma donations is
completely safe & easy, you
can -use your time to study,
· relax, or Plan your spring break
¼i
~
- get away to Fort Lauderdale,
~
Mexico, Vail'. or any destination
~
of your choice.
Community Bio-Resources
For more Information
.
2019 Stearns Way
or to schedule an appointment
Mon.,Wed., Fn. 6:00 am - 4:00 pm call 259-6300.

,

Tue., Thurs.
Sat.

(fsi~

6:00 am - 6:30 pm
8:00 am - 1:00 pm

•
•
•
•
•
•

Listen before you b uy.
Large selection of imports
· ~
P osters & T-shirts
f: M-F 10-9
Try our used CD reservation system
Sat. 10-7
Computerized inventory
Sun.12-6
We accept Checks, Visa, Mastercard & Discover

203-9509
2958 Division St.

PEACE CORPS
INTERNATIONAL .JOB
OPPORTUNITIES

Find out why Peace Corps was
ranked the #1 employer of recent
college graduates in 1996!
Peace Corps Representatives
will be on campus

February 4th-5th
Information Tables:
Atwood Cente r
February 4t h-5th
9:00 am - 4:00 pm

Film Seminars:
Watab Ro om, Feb ru ary 4th @ 4:00 pm
Herbert Room, February 5th @ 12:00 pm

·Q·
,,._~....

FOR MORE INFO, CALL

1-800-424-8580
or visit our web site at

www.peacecorps.gov

'Wecanmake
feel better."

NEWS
SPORTS
DIVERSIONS

Halenbeck Apartments

NEWS
SPORTS
DIVERSIONS
If we offered to tell you how to relieve pain,

would you want to listen?

Now renting summer and fall, '97
Pick out your own large private room in our
beautiful two-bath apartments ho1,Jsing up to
four people at Fifth Ave., 11th St. S..
,
• keyed bedroom locks
• available s torage space
• on-site coin laundary

• itir-conditioning
• SCS/Halenbeck next door
• U pik-kwik next door

• off-street parking

• no application fee

Nine & i 2 month leases are available
as monthly or quarterly payment plans

We thought so. That's why we figured you would be interested
to know that we will be on campus to give spinal exams.
This is your chance to get a FREE SPINAL SCREENING
from experienced chiropractors:

$189/mth. for 12 months

What:

Free spinal exams!

When: From 9 am to 4 pm, February 10-13.
Where: The Student Union area in

AdFed

the Atwood Memorial Center.

THE ADVERTISING EDGE FOR YOUR FUTURE
American Advertising Federation offers:
NE1WORKING OPPORTUNITIES
GUEST SPEAKERS

AGENCY TOURS
MEET NEW PEOPLE WITH SIMILAR
CAREER INTERESTS

Join us

Mini-Main Street Days
Feb. 11, AMC

Ballroom

iW

Meetings are held every Wednesday at 5 p.m. in SH 120

Come to Atwood February 10-13 ......
...... and learn how to relieve those nagging pains.

It's free. It's convenient. It's a no-brainer.
SPINAL REHAB CLINICS
225 N. Benton Drive Suite 105
Sauk Rapids

252-BACK

OFF
selected clothing

Wintei Glows, ~ ( o p ,. Sco:vu, M.lrtenJOndtt.cdxinds-

4Q% OFF

$21.99
Sc.l•ctedDid1ayPant:11 avJJodrat>-

1/3 OFF

20% OFF

SPECH. PAJ.1. long si.,._ Shi T-9wu.- A.g.Sl 7.99

S.lacted.bd,e:ts-

25% OFF

25-50% OFF

Ouit'tdAanna!SN,ts..~.119.096,Up,

lic,,lcvStyl• 3 Qt' 4 B.,ttQi ~ " - g.11 2.99-116.09

25% OFF

50% OFF

S.,.{ted UJogj ond Ram.I Shirts·

Up To 50% OFF and more

•

6omb.r Joch.eu.- Rcu,,. UJ.W- l.lhii. hvto.st•

Thc,maJS-otshotts- Rsg. SJ9.W.S24.09-

S.tci:tcd Lod•J'-0"9 & 9,ort51e...,. Tops-

25% OFF and more!

SPECIR..rJN.~l&xws-

~'4ctcd 0.-1115,u-

$3.69

20% OFF and more!

Mo(klurti...-..dd&TutlMadts-i.9. '1.SO.

SPWA( 6UV- lh11"C1 St\ile 9wa- R~. 123.99

$4.99

$12.99

.

St Cloud

253-0567

Btg-Q,oii~\ 20-60%
·

CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH
C~~:sE::d ~;~·

·

Editorial Board
Eric J. Hedlund
Amy Dahlin
Robert Kraemer

Shannon Swanson
Lloyd Dalton
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EDITORIAL

Reaction to e-mailed
threat to Clinton a
good warning
A student at Rosemount High School sent a threatening
e-mail to President Clinton, and had the Secret Service on him
within the day.

One could, of course, argue about the wisdom of threatening
the life of the President of the United States, but this affair
effectively serves as a warning to all who think they can do
whatever they like with their Internet access.
It is easy to attack someone in vitriolic and abusive ways
through an electronic medium like the Internet. All you

nonnally see of your target is some lines of text. It's hardly
intimidating.
When looking at on-line discussipn forums, the fonnat
largely remains the same. A question leads to a discussion. The
discussion turns into a debate. The debate degenerates into a
semi-coherent, electronic screaming match, in which opposing
parties hurl insults and threats at each other. The ensuing
debacle makes a professional wrestler look like Alistair Cooke
from "Masterpiece Theatre."
Some people lose their sense of accountability when they
hop onto the Internet. They believe there can be no retribution
for what they do, regardless of method or motive.
However, some people, like this high 1school student, have
learned there are real people on the receiving end of the data
transmitted by the Internet, and those real people are protected
by real laws.
That's a lesson many people on the Internet need to learn.

EDITORIAL

Groundhog's Day
traditions still alive
A crowd of 25,000 people in Punxsutawney, Pa. anxiously
awaited Punxsutawney Phil's report. The groundhog did not see
his shadow, predicting the spring season right around the c0mer.
A similar scene in Ontario backed up Phil's prediction.
As silly as this seems, this may merely be a desperate
attempt to escape the bitterly cold winters Mother Nature gives
·us. While technology gives us the knowledge to predict the
weather, some still rely on the forecast of the groundhog.
To get to the real beginning of Groundhog Day, one must
travel back in time. Prior to 1887 before the first Groundhog's
Day was recognized on the calendar, the sad truth is that
groundhogs were more likely to be eaten than revered for their
weather forecasting ability. Since then, the groundhog has risen
from a food item to weather forecaster.
·
According to the original creation story of the Delaware
Indians, the "Lenhi Lenape" (or original people), who were
their forebearers, began life as animals in "Mother Earth" and
emerged centuries later to hunt and live as men. Thus, it was
Oijik (Wejak), or Wojak, which was carried over to us as
"woodchuck."
Meanwhile, the tradition of Candlemas Day stems from early
Christians in Europe. For centuries, it was the custom to have
the clergy bless candles and distribute them to the people. This
day marked a milestone in the winter.
Roman legions, during the conquest of the northern regions
supposedly brought this tradition to the Gennan people who
picked up on it and concluded if the sun made an appearance on
· Candlemas Day, a hedgehog, would cast a shadow thus
predicting six more weeks of winter.

STAFF OPINION
LLOYD DALTON, NEWS EDITOR

Columbia House, go away
I was a naive lad of 16
when I first received offers
from the folks at Columbia
House. Being inexperienced in
the ways of the world, I was
impressed with their snazzy
advertising ploys and the
official Columbia
House membership
card they sent me.
I decided to join
the club, thinking I
would be able to
pick up some good
music and save a
few bucks. Looking
back, I can hardly
believe how ignorant I was.
Rock-dumb would be an
accurate description.
I joined the club. Several
weeks later, I got my eight
free CDs, but not all were
ones I had ordered. I sent a
polite letter to Columbia
House, requesting the correct
albums and respectfully
suggesting they list titles in
alpha~tical order on their
brochures. I also sent back the
CDs I didn't wan~ figuring
that just because I didn't ask
for them, they weren't mine to
. keep.
This worked, sort of. The
next week, I got another
brochure. It said I would be
getting an exciting new
release unless I told them not
to send it. Since I still hadn't
gotten the original albums I
wanted, I sent the brochure
back with the "no" box
checked.

Six weeks later, a package
is somewhat like pulling off a
thousand-pollnd leech.
arrived containing the CDs I
hadn't gotten at first, and the
I requested my name be
one I had told them not to
taken off the mailing list.
send. At this point, club
Shortly thereafter, I got a
membership was beginning to pleading letter begging me, a
"valued fonner customer," not
seem less than wonderful.
to leave. I sent an angry letter
Through several
more letters, I was
back, and called the company.
I told them to remove any
able to get the music
I wanted. During this mention of my name from
their fileS. It didn't work.
process I discovered
two unpleasant
Letters keep on corning.
surprises. First, the
According to these letters, I
am a wonderful person, and
"4-6 weeks for
also responsible for the
1
delivery" phrase
livelihood of thousands of
applies in both
directions ..This means it takes Columbia House workers,
8 to 12 weeks to make a
who will starve if I don't help.
request and get a response.
For a long time I have been
This, when combined with the a patient and forgiving person.
once-a-month schedule for
But not anymore. Apparently,
those exciting new releases to those who run Columbia
be sent out, meant albums
House believe they have the
were shipped
right to annoy
my way before
and intrude into
my refusal was
anyone's life
without fear of
processed by
the company.
reprisal.
Quitting
Asking
Not surprising
behavior from
Columbia House politely hasn't
worked,
so it's
a company that
is somewhat like time to tell
doesn't know
as
pulling off a
how to use the
many students
alphabet to
thousandpound as I can: Do
organize things.
yourself a
kech.
favor. Avoid
To make a
Columbia
long story
short, I got fed up, bought my House like the plague. It
might not make them think
required CDs and left the
club. That was when the
twice about bugging me, but
at least you won't ever
problems really began. In the
become a "valued fonner
next four years, I would learn
customer."
that quitting Columbia House

==='I·66
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Cyberspace linked
to crack in time
For many students at SCSU, the Internet is a home away from home.
A place where hours upon hours are spent researching for class projects
or looking for nude pictures of Pamela Lee. In other words, many
students are considered pros or, in cyber~language, hackers. 1be rest of
the student body (including myself), who thought the Internet was
something we climbed in 5th grade Phy Ed class, are considered morons,
or "cyberlackeys," when it comes to the Internet
In an attempt to brake this stereotype, I thought I'd hitchhike a ride on
the infonnation superhighway. Up until a few weeks ago, I thought this
was just another name for the Autobahn.
I started my journey with something simple e-mail. I began this journey by traveling to one of
the 10,028 terminals in "Cyberwood," otherwise
known as Atwood. After waiting nine hours and
ten minutes, I finally got on an open computer
and hlt the enter button to find the log-in screen.
Nothlng happened. I tried it once more and again
appeared. After numerous attempts, I became
annoyed and wanted Lo make a break for another
computer, but I didn't want the person using the
computer next to me to thjnk I was a
"cyberlackey."
Instead of asking them for help, I looked at
my"watch and yelled, "#o/0@$, I'm late!" and left.
BY Bru.v
l found another open computer and tried to log
WHAIBN
on, but was once again unsuccessful. I was
loosing my patience. I did what any other
"cyberlackey" would do in my situation: looked down at my watch and
yelled "#o/o@*, I'm late!" As I left, I passed by the original computer,
now occupied by a person sending e-mail. Needless to say, my ego was
bruised and my patience.spent. I was ready to close the 00!,)k on the
Internet.
In the weeks following, 1 thought long and hard about the net and
came to the.conclusion that I didn't give it a fair chance. I swallowed my
·de-and decided>to-tr-y...--my-luck.again with e-mail. This time, I made
sure to ask questions ifl needed help. After numerous leuers_were sent
back to me because I screwed up the addresses, I managed to send one
through. My ego was no longer bruised. I was cured and ready for the
next step - the world wide web.
I headed over to the LRS and checked out a computer terminal in the
new computer arcade. I entered Netscape and typed in a website address I
remembered from an advertisement. It didn't work. So I made one up:
www.ihavenoidea/what/iam.doing.com. Unfortunately, that failed.
Remembering a few tips a friend gave me, I tried a net search. This
particular search locates sites that have something to do with the Word or
words you type in. I found a site about my favorite movie, ''The Crow,"
and accessed it.
There were a number of things to look at and read, but one thing that
caught my eye was a chat room. In order to.enter it, I had to type in my
name. Just then, I rememberecl. some stories a friend told me about these
chat rooms.
Evidently, people create fictional names for themselves, usually based
on personal'interests or pm;e wackiness. For example, if you are a male
and are interested in cars you would call yourself "Otto Machine." Or if
you are a female who loves '60's music and cats, you would call yourself
"Feline Groovy." Thinking about this.fact, I was not quite ready for this
area of the web.
After browsin',g a few more sites, mainly movies, I realized I had
enough Internet for one day and looked at the clock to see how long I had
been on-line. Three hours and thirteen and a half minutes of my life were
used up. I was angry, not only because I was procrastinating in studying,
but I had nothing to show for the last three hours other than how to
correctly type a web site location.
,
Overall, I was impressed with using the Internet, especially now that
our society is rapidly incorporating it into our culture. The only problem
is people who don't take the time to educate themselves, like I have, or
refuse to do so. They have eve!-)' right to do so, but technology is not
something we can ignore and hope will go away.
In fact, we are at a point in time where technology is running at the
speed of light and there is nothing we can do to stop it. We can, however,
become knowledgeable, so if something bad were to happen, we would
know what is going on instead depending on some ten-year-old explain it
tous.
The university should create a required class or the government should
equip every household with a computer, since it supports this information
superhighway. l don't exactly know how Lo solve this. I do know that
education is needed, whether it be tad.Jed at a national or local level.
The tools of the future are changing and we must learn to use them.
Yes, computers are a tool. And though it's fun to surf the net and learn to
use it, remember thls piece of advice: Don't waste away your life in front
of a computer monitor - read a book.

B.S.

Professor goes above and
beyond the call of duty
Recently, Thave had the pleasure to get to
know a wonderful woman, who in many ways,
has touched my life. She has been supportive,
understanding, patient, infonnative,
compassionate about her career, and most
importantly, taught me a lot about myself. One
might expect this person to be a best friend,
parent, spouse or sibling. How often would
someone consider this person to be a teacher?
SCSU would have been one of the last
places I would've expected to find such a
professor who would show so much genuine
interest and concern for a student. I many have
thought I.would've received that kind of
personalized education in high school where
students and teachers have four years to get to
know one another.
Over the course of the last two quarters, I
have taken two American Studies classes·from
the same professor, and as I have endured my
fair share of life's difficulties, this professor has
gone beyond her_duty of teaching these classes
tome.
She has reached out and showed me the
meaning of what a teacher should be today.
Not only has she made me interested in a
subject, that to many could be boring, she
n1ade me learn material that was worth
knowing. I am truly interested in this class this
quarter because of the professor, the quality of
information presented, the way the material is
tested, ~d the relevance it had io my daily life.

That is more than people expect to get o\Jt of
classes that doesn't even pertain to their major.
That is where I expected the "teaching" to stop,
but it hasn't.
The other day, this professor stepped out of
nonnal boundaries of a teacher and showed me
she can not only teach a class, but care about
her students on an individual basis. She
showed me, through a simple act, that teaching
to her is not only about standing in front of a
class and lecturing. It is about going above and
beyond those duties normally expected of a
regular teacher. It's about being real with your
students and having an impact on their life in a
positive way.
I run writing this not only to thank this
teacher publicly, (I'm not going to mention her
name because I'm sure she knows who she is)
but to reach out to other current and future
teachers. Please, I urge you not to forget why
you are teaching, or want to te·ach. Stude!)ts not
only need to learn the material in an interesting
way, but to know that their teacher's care about
them ·individually. This professor has touched
my life in a way I will never forget,
academically and emotionally. Thank you for
the opportunity to have learned so much from
such a truly insp!ring woman.
Paula Johnson

Junior
Applied psychology
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Housing

Classifieds

Riverside, 251-8284, 251-9418.

710APTS.
Two-bdrm., $450. Three-bdrm.,
$540-$600. Nine month leases.
Electric1 heal Free parking. Dan,
255-9163.

1 AND 2-BDRM. APARTMENTS.
$415-$430/month. Includes heat,

AFFORDABLE ROOMS
for rent. Close to campus and bus

1, 2, 3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS.

Great amenities, close in location.

route. 259-9673. ·

water, garbage and parking. On-site
laundry, on Campus Clipper bus

A GROUP OF 3 OR 4?
Spacious apt., one and two baths.
Close . to campus. Heat included.
$205-$220/month.' Low security

line. 654-8300.

$$$1-4-BDRM. APTS.

and efficiencies. $199-$260.

Qff-

street paoong, $15. 259-4841.

depos!. 255-9262.

2-BDRM. APTS.
Close to SCSU, two, three, four
persons. Heat paid. Riverside
Property, 251-8284, 251-9418.

AMENITIES PLUS.
University North, two, three and
four-bdrm., decks, heat paid,
dishwashers, A/C, one and a hatt
baths. Riverside Property, 25.1-

2-4-BDRM. APARTMENTS.
Joint or individual leases. Rent
starts at $190. Heat, water and
basic cable included. Plug-ins
available with reserved parking.

8284, 251-9418.

APTS.
Room and efficiencies. Summer,

$99 per month, fall, starting ar$169
per month. Three and four-bdrm.
available. Select Properties, 2531154. Sign now and save.

Laundry facilities, mini blinds in each
room, large rooms. HIGH POINT
APARTMENTS UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT. 654-8300.

ATTN: WOMEN,
share house. Laundry, parking,
keyed rooms, walking distance, fall,

2-BDRM., NEWLY REMODELED,

new carpet, new linoleum, new

$175-$230. Tammy, 252-9839.

blinds, new~ painted!! $415/month.

Includes heat, water, garbage and
parking with plug-ins. Available
now!! 654-8300

ATTRACTIVE FOUR-BDRM.
APTS.
Eight locations, close to SCSU, heat
paid, dishwashers, garages, Excel
Prop. Mgmt 251-6005.

4-BDRM.APT.
Close to campus. Dishwasher, large
rooms, two baths. $220/month per

AVAILABLE NOW!
Private rooms for men in four-bdrm.
apts. Discounted rates. Very close.

person. 255-9262.

4-BDRM. APTS. ON 5TH AVE.
Now renting summer/lall. Best deal
on 5th ave. $189/month, 12 month
lease or start Sept. 1. $225/monlh.
Details? 259-09TT.

251-6005, Excel Properties.

AVAILABLE NOW!
Private rooms in four-bdrm. apt. for
women. Close to SCSU. Discounted
rates. 251-6005.

97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.
37 locations left. Houses, apt.
houses and apt. buildings.
Responsible and respectful young
adults wanted. Dan, 255-9163.

4Bdrm.-~
Southside

~lm
13thSr. S.

AVAILABLE NOW!
Private rooms in house. New, close
to SCSU. $179/monlh, with men.
251-8284, 251-9418.

4Bdnn.Apts
Olympic I
Ap(S.

fil515thSt.S.

lBdnn.Apts
Par\sideAJ)(S .
(i()6llthSt.S.

!
I

.

•--11.-••-•- )
253-1154

$179/MONTH.
Single rooms in houses and apts.
Close to campus, hea1 paid. 251·
8284, 251-9418.

$290/MONTH, SUMMER,
two-bdrm. apts., University and
Southview,
large
bedrooms,
reasonable rates for fall. Heat paid.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 2519418.

Policies:

Deadline: Noon, Tuesday, for the Frictay edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Prices: _Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, ~Qsting $2. Prices
are per issue.
• - Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a sianding account
with University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall, Fonns are inside the door:
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
Notices are free and run on a space availabJe basis.
For more infonnation, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,
during normal business hours.
BEACHWOOD.
One-bdrm. apts. near D.T. and
Cobom's. Twelve month leases
beginning 6/1 or 9/1. $310-$360.
Heat paid. Dan, 255-9163.
BENTONWOOD.
2/1 and 311. One-bdrm. apts. SE St.
Cloud JNCT. Hwy. 10 and 23. Dan,
251-1925.
BENTONWOOD.
Two-bdrm. apts. SE SL Cloud on
bus line. $400, twelve month lease.
$450, nine month lease. JNCT. Hwy.
10 and 23. Dan, 255-9163.
BEST SUBLEASE DEAL

on 5th Ave. Immediate openings,
men · and women. Usually
$219/month, now $179/month lhru

May. Private room, free cable,
individual lease, low deposit. 2590977.
BRIDGEPORT.
Three-four,-bchm. near Halenbeck.
Two
showers,
dishwashers,
microwaves, security. Heat paid.
Results, 253-0910.

CAMPUS EAST.
Large four-bdrms. with two full
baths. Extra storage. Dishwashers,
garages, security. Heat paid.
Results, 253-0910.
CAMPUS PLACE.
Free parking, free hea~ free $50,
free bike garage, and free open
study room on our three-bdrms.
Now renting four and three-bdrm.
apts. in walking distance to campus.
Amenities include dishwashers,
microwaves, A/C, mini-blinds, in a
secure building. 252-2000.
COLLEGEVIEW.
Four-bdrm. near Hockey Center.
Heat paid, $199 fall, $109 summer,
dishwashers. 251-8284, 251-9418.
CONVENIENT HOUSES,
close to SCSU and downtown,
locked bclrms., heat paid, spacious.
Riverside Property. 251-8284, 251·
9418.

/JH&w~

AVAILABLE SUMMER AND
FALL,
Private rooms and four-bdrm. apts.,
heat paid, dishwasher, micro., A/C.,
campus dose. 251-6005.

BEACHWOOD.
One-bdrm.apt. available 2/1. Near
Cobom's and downtown. $300$350. Hea1paid. Dan, 251-1925.
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EASTWOOD PARK.
One and two-bdrm. $450/month.
Includes heat, water, garbage and
parking. On-site laundry. 252-20CX).
EFFICIENCIES
a,nd one-bdrm. apts., close to
downtown and SCSU. Many extras.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 251·
9418.

EFFICIENCY APT.
available 3-1-97. Two blocks from
campus. Very nice, discounted rent.
251-600?, Excel Properties.
FEMALE ROOMMATE
wanted. Non-smoker to share two-

• 4 bedroom apts.
• 8 campus locations
EXCEL Property • 1V & phone jacks in

M .t I
gm · nc.

FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE
STUDENT
HOUSING

all ·bdrrns.
• X-tra large bathrooms
w/ 2 sho'lvers
• laundry facilities
• Parking, carports,

Now leasing
4 bedroom and
studio apartments
or summer and fall.

Call 251-6005
bdrm. apt. $217.50/month. Sauk
Rapids. 202-0713.

FOUR-BDRM APTS.
in newer bldgs. Heat paid,
dishwasher, micro., A/C, campus
close, Excel Prop. Mgmt. 251-6005.
FOUR-BDRM.,
close to campus. Microwave, A/C,
laundry facilities, garages· -and
parking available. $110 summer,
$220 fall. 253-1320.

HOUSES, APT. HOUSES,
apt. buildings. MPM has the most
complete selection for you. Dan,
255-9163.
HOUSES, GREAT LOCATIONS.

Quality living. 2,bdrm.-13 bdrm.
Heat paid, responsible and
respectful young adults. Dan, 2559163.

LANCASTER PLACE.
Luxury off-campus living starting at
an affordable price, $210/person.
Spacious two and three-bdrm. apts.,
moclenr light oak cabinets, window
furnishings, dishwashers, controlled
entries, attractive grounds, laundry
on each floor, garages and plug-ins
available. 654-1069, 252-2000.
LARGE ONE-BDRM. APT.
Ten minute bus ride to campus, heat
paid, off-street parking, free rent fro
February. $380/month, available
immediately. Todd, 654-1485.
M&M APARTMENTS.

Four-bdrm. apts. available for
summer, fall. 259-9434.

M&M SUITES.
One room efficiency available
immediately. Also renting for
summer and fall. Quiet building.
Includes utilities, expanded cable.
259-9434.

garbages

• Dishwashers

• MicroWaves, & more
NOW LEASING!

MALE SUBLEASER WANTED
spring quarter in four-bdrm. apt.
259-9434.
METROVIEW APTS.,
two and three-bdrms., close to
SCSU, decks, dishwashers. Hea1

paid, A/C, security, garages, micros.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 251·
9418.
NICE ROOMS FOR RENT

with shared common area. Includes
microwave, dishwasher, most
utilities. 259-9673.
NORTH CAMPUS.
Three-four-bclnns. with decks, close
to campus. Garages, security,
dishwashers, micros. Heat paid.
Resutts, 253-0910.

NOW RENTING,
eight locations, campus close,
amenities galore, Excel Prop. Mgmt.
251-6005.

OLYMPIC If.
Three-four-bdrms. near Hockey
Center. Four-bdrm. split units with
two full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
security, garages and ports. Heat
paid. Results, 253-0910.
ONE AND TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Available immediately. Starting at
$360/month.

Calf

Apartment

Finders, 259-4040.
ONE IN FOUR-BDRM.,
subleaser specials, $179 and up.

University Square, 251 -0525 · .
ONE ROOM IN FOUR-BDRM.
Available immediately. Utilities paid,
on-s!e laundry. $220/month, $200
dep. 202-9598.

PRIVATE ROOMS
in four-bdrm. apts. Heat paid, well
maintained bldgs., eight locations,
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SPRING BREAK '97.
Don't be left out,· space limited!!
Panama City and Daytona Beach,
Florida from $119. Call (800) 6484849 for more info.

PREGNANCY

SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN.
Airfl nights hote~ree n~htly social
hour/party package/discounts. (800)
366-4786, (612) 893-9679.

TESTING.

SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN!
From $399. (800) 395-4896.
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY
Beach Florida. Sandpiper-Beacon
Beach Resort, three pools, one
indoor pool, huge beach side ho\
tub suites up to ten people, Tiki
Be~ch bar, home of t~e world's
longesl keg party. Free info. ; (800)

COLLEGE STUDENTS!
Haven't found a summer job yet?
Lake Restoration is looking for
highly rpotivat~d individuals .. for
summer employment opportunities.
If you enjoy working outside and
want to work in a fun environment
call today for an application or stop
by and fill one out. (612) 478-9421,
620 Hamel Rd., Hamel, MN 55340.
.
COORDINATOR
,
, for local lesbian center. Expenence
wtth community setv1ce, computers,
wliting. Manage office, coordinate
events, assist treasurer and
editor. Responsible to board of
CMLC. $7/hour, 7 days/wee~
Schedule flexible. Send resume·
to P.O. Box 1582, St. Cloud, MN
56302 by 2/14.

grounds maintenance. (NontradItIonal student couples are
welcome to apply) •Compensation
includes a rent free, one-bdrm. apt.
plus salary and leasing incentives.
Send resume to Campus Place,
P.O. Box 1715, SI. Cloud, MN 56302
or fax to 252-2752 or call 252-2tl00.

SPRING BREAK CANCUN
or Mazatlan. Sell 15 trips and travel
free. Lowest price guaranteed. Food
and drink packages available. Call
Sunbreaks, (800) 446-$355.
J

488-8828,

www.sandpiperbeacon.com.

RAVINE APTS.
Call 253-7116.
SEEKING ONE OR TWO
responsible people to rent 3-4-bdrm.
house with two females near SCSU.
f~~1Jie3~/mo~\~1iu~;)

$282~:f;~~

immediately. Call 685-8207.

SINGLES.
::,;t~v~I:1: i~:;:~7!;~2~l1:r

SOUTHVIEW APTS.,
two large bdrms., dose lo SCSU,
cheap summer and fall rates.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 251·
9418.

BEST HOTELS
and lowest prices for spring break
beach
destinations.
Florida,
Cancun, Jamaica, etc. Call now for
room availability. Inter-Campus
Prog.
(800)
327-6013.
httpJlwww.icpl.com.
BUSINESS MAJORS!
Delta Sigma Pi is awarding three
$100 scholarships for spring
quarter! Applicatlons are in Business
Building offices and must. be
received by Feb. 18th. Questions,
call Jill at-255-3499.
CASH.
Disc Go Round pays more cash for
used cd's than anyone. Up to $5 per
disc. Located behind Red Lobster
on Division. Call (320) 203-9509 for
more information.

--=::-:-;===;;--- ·

SPRING QUARTER,

COLLEGE TOURS
Mazatlan spring break '97 from

one and two-bdrm. apts. Also

$429 (Minneapolis departure). Yo~r

sglJdbl. rooms. Dan,,255-9163.

total package includes: fount_ tnp
airfare to Mazatlan, seven nights
- -..,,,,==°'
S""TATEVIEW. .
_ ___J,otel..accommo.dalion,-rouncUripFour-bdrm. urnts75ifca~Jm~ffinsfers to and from the airport.
show~rs, d1shwas~ers, microwaves, College Tours staff •i~ Mazatlan t?
secunty. Heat paid. Results, 253· assist you, free private cocktail
0910.
parties ... and much, much more! For
a free informational flier call free,
SUBLEASER WANTED
571-5874.
for spring quarter. Men and women (800)
to share four-bdrm. apts. Close to (www.collegetours.com).
campus, reasonable rates. 251 •
FREE TRAVEL ANYWHERE
6005, Excel Properties.
in the world! Don't let another
arduous endeavor interrupt you
SUBLET SPECIALS.
from enjoying your leisurely
Three and four-bdrm. un~s close to activities. Make your vacation plans
SCSU. Dishwashers, micros and immediately after receiving exciting
heat paid. Results Property details. Rush check or money order
Management, 253-0910.
for $3 to E.th. Bula Inc., P.O. Box
298, Oakdale, N.Y. 11769-0298.
SUMMER & FALL
'97-'98 school year. Two, four and
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
five-bdrm. apts. $235-$279. Call from pennies on $1. De!inquent tax,
259-9283, 252-6697, •
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free
(800) 218-9000 Ext H-3883 for
TWO AND THREE-BDRM. APTS.: current
listings. ·
Large apts. for summer and fall. Ask
for Allan, 251-1010 or 253·3488.
GRADUATES!

TWO-BDRM.
in duplex
by
Halenbeck.
SummerflalL Call 251·8941.
TWO-BDRM.
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Halt
SummerflalL Call 251-8941.
WINDSOR WEST. ,
Four-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two
full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
security. Heat paid. Resutts, 2530910.

Attention
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
Grants, scholarships, aid available
from sponsors!!! No repayments,
eve~!!$$$ Cash for college $$$. For
info.: (800) 243-2435.

This is your last chance to register
for the MSUS Job Fair '97, Don'I
make a big mistake and let thjs
important opportunity pass you by.
Stop into Career Services today, AS
101.

LAMBDA-LGBT STUDENTS
and allies meetings every Thursday
at 7:00 p.m. Call 654-5166 for more
information.
RESUMES/COVER LETTERS.
Typesetting, consulting, e-mail,
faxes. Campus delivery. 240-2355.
SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Ch~vys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD's. Your area. Toll lree (800)
218·9000 Ext. A-3883 for current
listings.

TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
Two barbers, all cuts, walk-in~. 2517270, 9 Wilson SE. Special· on
Weds. for ROTC and Guard
Headquarters and all other students,
$5. All other weekdays, $6,
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING.
Term papers, thesis, et?. Efficient
service, reasonable, flexible hours.
Call Alice at 251-7001.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professiona.I and courteou~, will
work with you to deterrmne a
shooting schedule that will fit into
your
wedding
d~y
plans.
Specializing in candids before,
during and after the ceremony. You
retain

the

negatives!

Two

photographers to make sure that
every angle gets covered. Very
reasonable packages. For more
information, call Paul at 654-8501.
IZll++i'lln

•

,..,..,.,_-0
- New &- Nearly-New

l

bridal owns
)00 ingstock

$JOO 400 ,.
•
Stop by

'I/i,e ']Jritfa[Outfet
(~ w Stli.Jlvenue sfup ce.nter}
253-5511

WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For help and hope, call: SI Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 hr.
hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain St., Suite 205, St. Cloud.

Employment
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, (800) 218-9000 ext. R·
3883 for listings.
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
typing. Part time. At home. Toll free
(800) 218·9000 Ext. T-3883 for
listings.
$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our circulars. For
info. call (301) 306-1207.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
Earn to $3000-$6000+/mo. in
fisheries, parks, resorts. Airfare!
FoodAodging! Get all the options.
Call (919) 918-7767, ext A199.
BAHAMAS.
Looking for a great mestyle? If you
enjoy excitement, people and travel,
our company is looking for you! Earn
while you learn! Call 654-1110, M-F.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING.
Earn to $2000+/mo. plus ff-ee
world travel (Europe, Caribbe?n,
etc.). No exp. necessary.
Room/board. Ring (919) 918·
7767, ext. C199.

FREE Parties

D::; Best Packages

~::: :~t~~~ties W

Best Prices

Student Express Inc, Guaranteed!
1.800.787,3787

DRIVER ASSISTANTS
needed for special needs buses.
Hours: 6:45-8:45 'a.m., 11:25
a.m.-12:50 p.m., 2:00-4:15 p.m.
School days wage: $6.50 per hour.
Call Spanier Bus SeJV!ce for more
information. 251·3313.

GENERAL OFFICE.
Looking for summer employment?
This summer earn a good salary
and work in a friendly business
atmosphere answering telephones,
data entry (experience preferred),
backing up office staff, and other

~:~~~~- 0~~~~ dr~i~f a8Jerm:Xhi~

~~:r;~~::·1:C~ a~-~~~j

~~~sla~0

SUMMER CAMP EMPLOYMENT.
Minnesota coed children's camp
seeks enthusiastic cabin counselors
and instructors for over 30 activities
including: archery, arts and c~fts,
biking, boardsailinQ, cano~!ng,
fishing, lifeguards, nfle_l)'., saIlln9,
shop, springboard diving, tnp
leaders, waterskiing. Rep at Feb.
13th Job Fair. Camp Foley, HCR 77
Box 172, Pine River, MN 56474.
(218)
543-6161
or
sbfhouse@uslink.net.

3

For Sale

478-9421 or stop.in at 620 Hamel
Rd., Hamel, MN 55340.

HELP WANTED.
Men/women earn $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards/ele<:!ronic
components at home. Expene~e
unnecessary, will train. lmmedIale
openings your local area. Call (520)
680-7891 ext. C200.

1988 CHEVY NOVA.
Good condition, 155K, manual
transm. $1100. 251-5512.
1991 FORD PROBE.
85 K, sporty, great condition. Asking

$5500. 743-4434.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS,
NEW YORK FAMILY
almost new fish tank, humidifier,
seeks live-in nanny to work part-ti~e coffee maker, hamster cage·, etc.
and pursue college or the arts m 251-5512,
much spare time. Minimum age 21.
(800) 484-9754 ext. 5768.
ON CAMPUS POSmONStudent Employment Director. As
Director, the student will act as a
liaison between area employers and
the SCSU community, supervise

~~~ a~~~i~:~fn~~~ct~~s

~b;~

Sum~r Job Fair. This position is
part-time
with
a quarterly
honorarium. This an excellent
resume builder and great way to
begin networking! To apply, submit a
cover letter and resume to AS 101. lf
you have questions, contact Stacey
Wicklund, Director of Student
Employment Services at 255-3~56.
or Andy Ditlevson, Associate
Director of Career Services at 2554018.

PACKAGING.
Light packaging positions available
immediately. Hours: 3:30-10:00 p.m.
Pay $6.50/hr. Must be able to litt 25·
35 lbs. On bus line. Great jobs to
work with class schedules. Call now!
251·1924. Manpower, Midtown
Off~e Building, Suite #101. EOE
RESIDENT MANAGER,
looking for mattfe student team_ to
manage a 23-unit student hous~ng
complex. Duties include: 0~Ice
administration, rent collection,
resident relations, le~ing, janito~al
duties, light maintenance, supenor

Personals
CHRIST AND SATAN
are REAL! God rocks! Take time
today to ten God how awesome he
isl! Theh you will know the tru!h and
the truth will set you free.

JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. Religion is a prison _of
illusions. The biblical Jesus Chnst
lied. He predicted that he_would not
lose any of his followers (John
10:27·28)(John 18:9). Jesus losl
Satan (John 17:12). He losl
disciples (Matt. 26:56). He lost
Judas (John 13:21)(John 13:25-27).
Logically test everything. Atheism is

true.
MEISTERS·
Your overconfidence sad, your
efforts futile. Anyone could win.
You're one team. KVSC's trivia is
approaching and we're all preparing
for questions. -Yours truly.

Notices
ASPIRING TO DR. MARTIN
LUTHER KING'S DREAM,
"takes more than just lip service!"
Take action! Join Student Coalition
Againsl Racism (SCAR), Mondays,
3 p.m., Sauk Room.
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Winter Weet!!

~

PAlOFORBHO~RSTUOOtff
ACTIVIT'OfE£0QHARS

lliffiS

srocllghc:
Open Mic
8 p.m. Tue. Feb. 4
The Quarry. AMC

Attention
Pre-Business
Students

"f;'f

()/I///

··Gi rl 6 .. R
4 p.m. Feb. 6: 7 p.m. Feb. 7. 9; 9:30 p.m. Feb. 8

"Waifing to Exhale" R
7 p.m. Feb. 6. 8: 9:30 p.m . Feb. 7: 3 p.m. Feb. 9.
Atwood Theater~ Free Admittance with SCSU JD

·Feb. 10-15

i

LiC:ERA!Ul A.RCS

i

:

Robert Bly
:
: Mr. Sly is a poet. storyteller. translator: and world wide :
lecture. He has published numerous boots including his
- : latest. "The Sibling Society". His poetry reading and storv:

!

!

: remng reveal the wonder of living and magic of languag e.

1

:,

Workshop : On Poetry and Spo·nrecy
Feb . 12Room , AMC
I p.m.-2:50Wed.
p.m. Glacier
Space is limited--sign up in AMC 118
Writing a Poem Each Morning:

Poetry. Tait. and Discussion
7 p.m. Voyageurs Room. AMC
Tickets Free with SCSU ID. SS Public

L______________ A11aHable in AMC 118. _____________ _

..•..••.............•••
yjsuA.L ARC:S
Spain in Color: 1949-1995
An Exhibition of Photographs Courtesy of
Dr. Roma Hoff
Jan . 8-Feb. 13 Atwood Center Gallery
Gallerv Hours: Mon-Fri 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

P€RFORmioo
~
The Chamber Music So ciety
of Lincoln Center

8 p.m. Thu. Feb. 6
Rirsche Auditorium
Free with SCSU ID
Tickers a110Hab/e in AMC 118

SPEAKERS
Tim Wise
'.' Little White lies: The Truth
about Affirmative Action··
Mr. Wise is a Nashville-based political organizer and analvst, specializing in race relations and political
movements of the far-right.

You are required to come to the
Student Services Office to obtain
your ACCESS CODE, THE DAY
BEFORE YOU ARE
SCHEDULED TO REGISTER.
Advisers will be available in
BB 123, 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Starting Jan. 27 for Spring
Quarter 1997

7:30 p .m . Wed. Feb. 5
Ritsche Auditorium
Free tickets are available in
AMCIIS

What are you
waiting·for??
Thi~ week i~ ·!:JOUr

LAST CI--IANCE TO ~GISTS<
for...

Minnec;ota'c; largest annual job fair!
Over 135 ernployerc; attending!
Career and internc;hip opportunitiec;
· for rnany rna_jorc;! ·
Stop in and register at
Career Services,

El~
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